How could it be adapted?

What attributes could be transferred and how?

Analogy exercise

Levels of analogy

Key attributes

User context

Analogy parameters

How wide is this analogy? Position it on this spectrum

MILD

WIDE

Problem

User on a website

What characteristics or elements define this situation

Leve; of analogy

MILD
Levels of analogy

What attributes could be transferred and how? How could it be adapted?

Main characteristics of element that define this situation

Key attributes: Learn from this output. (Could be loose and utilitarian.) Could (and other devices) and then attach.

Analogous or very different users to your sector

User context

 Analogous exercise
How will this analogy fit on this spectrum?

Levels of analogy

Relevancy and Relevance

Community of Practice

Common Sense 

Main characteristics of elements that define this situation

Key attributes

Decision on new product

With great consideration

Analogous user to your sector

User context

How could it be adapted?

Re-purposed them to work for Jisc?

What attributes could be transferred and how?
How could it be adapted?

Analogy exercise

User context

Analogy or very different users to your sector

What attributes could be transferred and how?

Key attributes

User self help protocols

User survey

Apply this analogy to a very unusual user set or a message

Levels of analogy

How would this analogy fit on this spectrum?

Frame the exercise.

Put it in this learning.

Could something approximately in the concept of F4 be adapted?

Main characteristics of element that define this situation

Problem set
Levels of analogy might be interested in.

related terms that the customer data, the website recommendations

Main characteristics of elements that define this situation

Key attributes

One shopping recommendations

User context

Analogy exercise

How could it be adapted?

What attributes could be transferred and how?

SPSS:

of the video on how to install
be interested in the state whereby

to quantitative methods. You might

E.g. You recently enrolled in Intro.

classes/workshops.

online resources and if

automated emails suggesting

IT services would send out,

Using course enrollment data,

Analogy exercise
Analogy exercise

How could it be adapted?

Key attributes

Business reports

Main characteristics or elements that define this situation

Re-contextualisations based on data

Colony core

Prescriptive data

Recruitment attributes based on data

Colony struggle

What attributes could be transferred and how?

Repurpose them to work for Jisc:

Social work

Service users

Collaborate information about

Analogy levels
Levels of analogy

- All ages & backgrounds
- And diverse interests
- With common interests
- Community of users

Key attributes

- Mean characteristics of elements that define this situation

Fetch everyone

Analogous or very different users to your sector

User context

How could it be adapted?

- Attributes
- Budgets
-或Features
- 周年
- Blogs
- Logs
- Space of years
- Community size

Repurpose them to work for JSIC

What attributes could be transferred and how?
Levels of analogy

How would it be analogized on this spectrum?

Key attributes

Main characteristics or elements that define this situation

Context

Analogy exercise

How could it be adapted?

User context

What attributes could be transferred and how?

Skills you need to know

New animals have come.
How could it be adapted?

Analogous exercise

Re-purposed theme to work for Jisc.
What attributes could be transferred and how?

About our partnership

Levels of analogy

Main characteristics or elements that define the situation

Key attributes

Profile our customers

What etc. is this

About the proposition

Final risk plan

Analogous or very different users to your sector

User context
Analogy exercise

How could it be adapted?

Better publicity.

Replace meaningful.

It induces with it.

Become student.

Passed (only aimed)
of shift at present.

How will this analogy fit on this spectrum?

Levels of analogy

Practical problems.

Suggest solutions to real.

Matches software solutions.

Main characteristics of elements that define this situation.

Key attributes

**Soft where? Software solution**

Need software solution.

Analogous or very different users in your sector.

User context.
How could it be adapted?

Re-purpose them to work for Jisc.

What attributes could be transferred and how?

levels of analogy

- Shift audience behaviour based on
- Make a virtue of connecting

Key attributes

Other herd-based comparisons

Analogy exercise

Mind

- Verbal/veridical reasoning
- They are

- representations of different users to your sector

WTH
Teaching

Levelling to improve study

The user some activity

gives

for each day and

enables users' get

for their effort. Finally,

environmental health changes

after 20-minute learning.

Analogous examples

What attributes could be transferred and how?

How could it be adapted?

Analogies of very different users to your sector

User Context

Key Attributes

Main characteristics of element that define situation

Cut users in low-free health

Excessive recommendations.

Check belonging to personal

Exercise exercise.

Analogous exercises/strategies/
Levels of analysis

On paper copy.

Make suggestions in writing.

Take an overhead to sketch out
Infrastructure diagrams/experts.

Reduce complexity of process

Main characteristics of elements that define this situation

Key attributes

User context

Analogous or different users to your sector

How could it be adapted?

Re-purpose them to work for Jisc

What attributes could be transferred and how?

By writing on the flip-over sheet.

An alternative viewpoint.
How could it be adapted?

What attributes could be transferred and how?

Levels of analogy

Re-purpose them to work for Jisc

Main characteristics of element that define this situation

Analogous or very different uses to your sector

User context

Similar boxes.
Levels of analogy

How wild is this analogy? Position it on the spectrum.

Wild

Mit

Mil

Knitting groups

Key attributes

Main characteristics or element that define the situation.

Analogous or very different users from your sector.

User context

Analog or very different users to your sector.

How could it be adapted?

What attributes could be transferred and how?

Re-purpose them to work for Jisc.

Lectures for students

Do we work together to design authentic assessment?

Can we work together to design authentic assessment rather than monolithic?
Levels of analogy

Key attributes

User context

Analogy exercise

How could it be adapted?

Is that a repeat or a mistake?

Main characteristics of element that define this situation

Prototyping - start here

Analogy - Gutcheck

Re-purpose them to work for Jisc

What attributes could be transferred and how?

Finding ways to extend these
How could it be adapted?

Key attributes

Analogous to very different users to your sector

User context

Analogy exercise

Levels of analogy

Your direction based on: wants needs in analogy

Main characteristics or elements that define this situation

...and so, user like how...

Analogous or very different users to your sector

Repurpose them to work for Jisc:

Were attributes could be transferred and how?

How would this analogy position if on this spectrum

VAID

X

Maid
previous module

Based on this

next module move

Guide them about
Research students to

How could this be adapted?

Mild

How mild is this analogy? Position it on this spectrum.

Levels of analogy

on the spectrum

Problem statement broad

Main characteristics of external threat define this situation

Key attributes

WMD (r.m. (40 km))

Customer profile

Analogous or very different users to your sector

User context

Analogy exercise
How will this analogy position it on this spectrum?

Levels of analogy

Reformulate title

Make and write your

Main characteristics of element that define this situation

Key attributes

Co-opt formats

User context

Analogous or very different users to your sector

How could it be adapted?

Repurpose them to work for Jisc.

What attributes could be transferred and how?
Questions

Analogies

Monitors and processes

Converge

On one side

Part of

How could it be adapted?

Re-purpose them to work for Jisc

What attributes could be transferred and how?

What would be the key

How would it position itself on this spectrum?

Levels of analogy

A new lens as a knowledge need to be quick, easy to respond

The survey question

Main characteristics of element that define this situation

Key attributes

Less is more use

Learn to message, AS LEAN
eXEC

Analogous or very different uses to your sector

User context

Analogies exercise